
Rani Goes to Agra1

Have you been on a train? If you have, where did you go? Tell your friends  

about it.

Warm Up

It was a bright day in March. Rani was at the railway station. School 

was closed for Holi, and she was going to visit her grandmother in 

Agra. Rani and her family got on the train at Mora. 

Rani sat by the window. Her brother Raju sat in front of her. A long 

hoot, and the train started moving. Chug-chug-chug! It moved 

slowly, then faster and faster. It rushed past buildings, markets and 

trees. After some time, it slowed again and came to a stop. A yellow 

board on the platform said ‘Chhata’.

At Chhata people stood on the 

platform with their bags and boxes. 

Some people were selling tea and 

snacks. “Chips! Chocolates! Tea!” 

they shouted. 

hoot a loud sound made by the 
horn of a car, train, etc.

platform a place where people 
get on or off the train
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	A.	Tick	()	the	right	words.

1. The alarm clock rings / sings.

2. You rub / brush your teeth.

3. You comb / clean your hair.

4. You run / cross the street. 

5. You teach / meet your friends in school.

Question Time

	B.	Write	the	rhyming	words	from	the	poem.

rings  rise 

hair  street 

	C.	Fill	in	the	missing	words	from	the	poem.

Today is the  

That  begins.

You can hardly 

 To  your friends.

	D.	Answer	these	questions.

1. What do you do when the alarm clock rings? 

2. What do you do before crossing a street?

3. What do you do before going to school? Write three things.
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Bubbloo the Bull3

Do you enjoy blowing bubbles? How do you do it? Talk about it in class.

Warm Up

Can you guess how Bubbloo the bull got his name?  

Bulls eat grass and hay. They eat to grow big and strong. But Bubbloo 

was different. He loved to blow bubbles all the time! He rolled his 

eyes. Then, he rolled his tongue and he blew a big bubble!

Bubbloo became good at blowing bubbles. But he tried to become 

better. First, he blew a big bubble. Then, he made 

bigger bubbles.

Soon, the air around 

Bubbloo was full of bubbles.
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	E.	Circle	the	describing	words.

	D.	Tick	()	the	opposite	of	the	word	in	colour	in	each	sentence.

1. Bubbloo blew large bubbles. 

a. small b. big c. giant

2. My quilt is soft and warm. 

a. fluffy b. old c. hard

3. An old man comes to the park every day. 

a. pretty b. young c. clever

4. My clothes are wet. 

a. dry  b. hot c. cold

5. It is so hot today! 

a. cold b. warm c. windy

Words in Use

Describing	words
Bubbloo blew a big bubble. Eat some green grass.

Grammar in Use

The words in colour are describing words. They tell us more about naming 
words. Describing words tell us about size (big, thin), shape (round, 

square), colour (blue, green), number (two, fifty) or type (clever, kind).

strong weak black high

hot cold hundred

sad

dog

balloon

school teacherkite
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Is the Sky Falling?4

What do you see in the sky? Talk 

about the things you see during 

the day and those you see at night.

Warm Up 

Aditi loved to play in the 

park near her house. One 

morning, she was playing 

under the big mango 

tree. Suddenly, something 

heavy fell on her head. 

Aditi was frightened.

Oh, no! The sky is falling. 
I must tell Mother! She 
will know what to do!

During the day, 
I see.... At night I 

see....
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fall

went

	G.	Here	are	some	things	that	happened	in	the	past.	Fill	in	the	doing	words	
as	shown.

1. My mother  to my teacher yesterday. (talk)

2. The bear  the tree. (climb)

3. The policeman  after the thief. (run)

4. I was so hungry I  two big sandwiches. (eat)

5. I  my cousin for the first time today. (meet)

talked

	H.	Match	the	doing	words.

	F.	Here	are	some	things	Aditi	does.	Choose	the	right	doing	word.

1. She  up at 6 o’clock.

2. She  to school daily.

3. At school, she  to her teacher.

4. She  with her friends in the playground.

5. She  to play the guitar on Sundays.

listens plays wakes learns walks

go

took

fly

fell

do

flew

take

said

say

did
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	 I.	What	are	they	doing?	Look	at	the	pictures	and	write.

1. Nick is .

2. Mala is .

3. Ruhi is .

4. Bina is . Mala

	 J.	Form	groups	and	tell	your	friends	three	things	you	did	this	morning.	
Also,	tell	them	three	things	you	do	every	day.

Now	read	these	sentences.
The sky is falling on my head. Why are you running?

I am going to tell Mother. Where are you going?

These doing words tell us what we are doing or what is happening 
right now. To show this, we add ing to the doing word.

Nick

Ruhi

Bina

Let’s Talk

	K.	Complete	the	sentences	to	show	how	you	spend	your	Sundays.

On Sundays, I get up . (late / early) 

I like to have  for breakfast. 

I play  with my friends.

In the evening, I .

Let’s Write
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Pencil Magic

I like a yellow pencil, 

A shiny yellow pencil 

With a rub-away eraser 

And a point all sharply black.

I can draw all kinds of pictures 

Of animals, things and people.  

With a shiny yellow pencil 

There isn’t a thing I lack!

If I want my own spaceship 

Or a secret house on a treetop 

Or a friendly bear to play with 

Or eleven ducks in a pond

I’ve only to use my pencil 

And there they are on the paper. 

Oh, a shiny yellow pencil 

Is a magical fairy wand!

lack not have

secret hidden from others

wand a magic stick

5
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